
NoiStop Noise Reducing 
Acoustic Fencing
Produced by the Rockwool Group, NoiStop represents the 
latest development in the battle against noise pollution.

Perfect for use in locations where noise reduction is a priority, 
such as housing and office developments near busy roads, 
schools and hospitals, NoiStop noise reducing acoustic 
fencing features a specially pressed Rockwool mineral  
wool core which can reduce noise pollution  
by up to 70%.

Depending on the height, width and  
positioning of the NoiStop screens, a noise  
reduction of between 9dB and 12dB can be  
achieved.  This represents up to a 70%  
reduction in sound levels (see the explanation  
of decibels on our NoiStop Technical Sheet).

NoiStop is available in two formats  
– NoiStop Green and NoiStop Wood.

Suitable for use with Mobilane Green Screens  
or climbing plants and available in a range of  
sizes, NoiStop Green features a frame made of  
galvanised steel with a green netting of  
polyethylene which holds the mineral wool  
core. NoiStop Green panels can be mounted  
on top of each other and installation up to  
a height of 2700mm (3 screens of 900mm) is  
possible without the need for lifting equipment.
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NoiStop Wood features a frame made of  
aluminium with horizontal wooden laths.  
NoiStop Wood is available in two standard sizes,  
but can also be made to measure.

The mineral wool insulation within NoiStop  
also delivers excellent levels of thermal and  
acoustic insulation, as well as delivering superior  
levels of fire resistance. The mineral wool core of  
NoiStop has a Class A1 (EN 13501-1) rating, tested  
by the European Fire & Conductivity Laboratory.

NoiStop screens are maintenance free and have an expected life 
expectancy of at least 25 years. The screens are guaranteed for five years.

Call us today on 
01534 617314
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